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APP LING & LANG PED / BA 
 
NAME: Klára E. Finta (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: klaraenikofinta@yahoo.com 
CONSULTANT: Eitler Tamás 
 
 

Blending of Languages in the Multicultural Setting of Budapest 
 
Budapest is a culturally diverse city where the blending of different cultures, ethnic 
groups, and languages takes place. In this multilingual social setting, languages shape 
each other, resulting in influences and changes in the methods of communication. 
However, which fields of interaction are mostly affected by these fluctuations? What 
are the traits that can be perceived and analyzed? Street signs, the various labelling 
on products, or the brand names are not only signs of a given speaker community but 
also stand for the process of globalization. As a multiethnic environment, Hungary’s 
capital develops into a scenery where the language of the temporary and permanent 
residents is determined by an altering power, English as a Lingua Franca (EFL). ELF 
becomes a device of mediation, contributing to the interpretation of specific signs 
representative of various cultures and ethnic backgrounds. The system of signs and 
labels involves pragmatic and semantic meaning as well. It is particularly intriguing the 
way symbols are chosen and designed to reflect a given community’s ideas, deeply 
held beliefs, especially in a multicultural milieu. ELF enables communication between 
people with different first languages, and by shaping the language patterns of the 
residents, it defines Budapest’s multilingual linguistic landscape. 
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APP LING & LANG PED / BA 
 
NAME: Kovács Petra (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: kvcspetra9@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Albert Ágnes 
 
 

Native language phonotactics in L2 speech perception 
 
Speech perception is the recognition of  the smallest, meaningless units of speech, 
phonemes. It has been shown in earlier studies that L2 speech perception is made 
more difficult by L2 phonemes which do not exist in the L1 (e.g. the distinction of cat/pet 
in English is not present in Hungarian.) However, languages also place restrictions on 
how phonemes can combine in words, called phonotactic constraints. For instance, 
word-initial /sp/ is well-formed in English (e.g. 'spot'), but there are no words beginning 
with /sp/ in Hungarian. Conversely, /ʃk/ appears word-initially in Hungarian (e.g. 
'skatulya'), but not in English. Are phonotactic constraints merely abstract linguistic 
facts, or do they affect the processing of speech? 

This study tested whether L1 phonotactics plays a role in L2 speech perception. 
42 Hungarian learners of English participated in a lexical decision task. The non-words 
in the task were either phonotactically legal in English or Hungarian, but not in both. It 
was hypothesized that participants would reject the non-words which are illegal in 
Hungarian faster, even if the task is about English, but this effect was expected to 
diminish with L2 experience. The preliminary results suggest that proficient L2 
speakers manage to rely on L2 phonotactics instead of the L1. 
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APP LING & LANG PED / BA 
 
NAME: Furulyás Anna (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: furulyas.anna@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Eitler Tamás 
 
 

Women in history - A corpus based analysis 
 
The aim of our paper was to find evidence that the social position of women is reflected 
in the changes of English language. We applied dynamic approach (based on West & 
Zimmermann, 1987) to have a more complex and grounded conclusion. We supported 
our findings by sociolinguistic articles and other authors corpus-based studies which 
were connected to our topic: We used Coates (2013) article to present a brief image 
about women in sociolinguistics, how were they portrayed in society and in the 
language itself. We examined female vs. male word usage based on a study by 
Schwartz et al. (2013) which showed clear differences between male and female word 
usage, which can be explained by education, learned norms of women (or men) and 
social expectations. We also looked at ‘sexism’ in connection with the names of certain 
professions, based on Lei’s (2006) study, whether they have a female/male alternate 
or if some professions belonged to males exclusively based on corpus searches. 
Furthermore, we searched collocations with ‘female’ or ‘male’ words (his, her, man, 
woman, he, she) in the Corpus of Historical American (COHA) inspecting a 190 years 
interval (1810-2000). The findings showed that lexical items that refer to appearance 
and passivity were most likely to be in connection with females. There is a significant 
difference in how men and women are portrayed in language. The findings of the 
corpus searches were parallel with our sociolinguistic article’s main ideas. 
  

mailto:furulyas.anna@gmail.com
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APP LING & LANG PED / BA 
 
NAME: Rostás Péter (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: rostaspe@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Eitler Tamás 
 
 

Do you even slang, bro? 
 
My poster presentation is a small scale case study on the regular appearance of new 
words in the English slang during, or as an aftereffect of certain events. 
With my poster presentation, through the use of multiple word examples, I would like 
to demonstrate, that because of the easy and wide-range access to information 
through the internet via sites such as Urban dictionary, Twitter and Reddit, newly 
created expressions have a much higher chance of seeping into the category of 
commonly used words 

The main component connecting all of the previously mentioned events is that they 
often introduce terms, which are only known by a very small number of individuals. 
Often enough, these terms are turned into slang versions of them and get used by 
people who were completely oblivious to their meaning before. 

A prime example of this situation would be the word pair boomer-zoomer, which 
recently acquired massive media attention, and was essential in creating a new 
category of online memes. (For example the „ok boomer” meme). 

The word boomer refers to older people, usually from the baby boomer generation, 
born between the 1940s and 1960s. This generation is often stereotyped as a group 
of grumpy seniors who are unwilling to accept that the recent marvels of technology 
(mobile phones, internet, computers) could be used for anything useful. In order to 
create a contrast to this word, the zoomer was born. A word to describe the members 
of the generation Z, stereotyped as being the complete opposite of the boomers, thus 
unwilling to put down their phones for even a second, and generally being disrespectful 
of the older generations, mocking their inability to keep up with technology. 
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APP LING & LANG PED / BA 
 
NAME: Szabó Noémi (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: szabo.noemi60@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Eitler Tamás 
 
 

Polari and LGBT slang 
 
Nowadays people have been becoming more and more accepting of cultural and 
sexual diversity, however, thanks to the previous generations of oppression towards 
non-heterosexual sexual identities there is much history lost about the LGBT 
community from before the gay rights movements. 
 This research examines a lost secret language called Polari which was common 
in the 1950s¬–70s mostly in London and other big cities in the UK. Polari could fit in 
many linguistic definitions of what it is exactly, so first that has to be established, for 
which Baker’s (2002) framework will be used. Then, because in this paper Polari is 
compared to and examined in connection with LGBT slang, that also has to be defined. 
Polari and LGBT slang are interconnected through history, so in order to get as clear 
a picture as possible, it is necessary to understand the historical development of both 
Polari and LGBT slang. 

Polari is considered a to be dead as a complex linguistic feature, however, parts 
of its lexicon, that could have been recovered, is still present in today’s LGBT slang. 
This research aim is to highlight how political and social change can influence a 
subculture through the analysis of Polari and LGBT slang.  
 
  

mailto:szabo.noemi60@gmail.com
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APP LING & LANG PED / OTAK 
 
NAME: Horváth Dorina, Csizmadia Réka (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: horv.dorina97@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Eitler Tamás 
 
 

The incidence of the Jap phrase in English corpora, and the 
potential causes of it 

 

The poster is based on a corpora based essay about the discrimination of Japanese 

people in the English language. The discriminative term Jap was researched in multiple 

English corpora (Corpus of Historical American English, Corpus of Contemporary 

American English, Corpus of Canadian English and the British National Corpus). The 

pilot research focuses on the frequency of the term used in different time periods and 

by different people, compared to the usage of the accustomed term, Japanese. Based 

on the collocations of the discriminative term and the genres they appear in, we, in 

cooperation with a Japanese BA 3rd year student, try to find the possible explanations 

behind the different usages and frequency. We put historical events next to the 

seemingly important dates regarding the discriminative terms to find out if there is some 

correlation between the two. We also took into consideration the historical and the 

contemporary relationship between the mentioned countries for the same reason. On 

our poster we try to show the result we have found with this pilot research as an 

outcome of the cooperation between the Japanese BA and English OTAK. 
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ENG & US CULT / BA 
 
NAME: Vasvari Szilvia (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: vasvariszilvi96@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Cecilia Gall 
 
 

Representation of Gun Control in American Cartoon Series 
 
I propose to create a poster presentation about gun control in the United States of 
America, how it is depicted and presented in American cartoon series, such as 
American Father or Family Guy among others. My aim is to show how specific series 
support or oppose gun control laws, whether they are needed or not. My main focus 
would be the criticism that could be found in these „national” episodes of cartoons, and 
how they air them regardless of their hidden content. I would also like to draw a parallel 
between the political belief of creators and the side they represent in this evergreen 
debate of American culture, while I try to remain neutral.  
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APP LING & LANG PED / MA 
 
NAME: Wijdene Ayed, Océane Delrue, Boglarka Spissich, Vera Zabelina (ELTE-
SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: wjdnayd@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Csizér Katalin 
 
 

Enjoyment and anxiety in speaking English as a foreign language 
 
This collaborative research was conducted with the focus on English as a foreign 
language (EFL). The main aim behind the study was to see how EFL learners' 
enjoyment and anxiety influenced their performance in spoken language. a 
combination of positive and negative emotions has led us to choose enjoyment and 
anxiety as the two principle constructs of the study. This focus of the study is partly on 
enjoyment as it was not widely researched previously. the targets were university 
students with various levels of English language proficiency, different backgrounds and 
native languages. It was conducted with the help of qualitative (interview) and 
quantitative (questionnaire) research methods. Firstly, the interviews were done on the 
basis of which the questionnaire was composed.  
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APP LING & LANG PED / MA 
 
NAME: Spissich Boglárka (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: s.bogi07@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Albert Ágnes 
 
 

How does watching films in English relate to secondary school 
students’ listening comprehension skills and oral task  

 
With the help of online film watching platforms, students can easily get in touch with 
authentic English. Many teenagers often use these sites in their free time, watching 
films and series. I believe that these students have better listening comprehension and 
oral skills than those who do not or only rarely -once a month or even less frequently- 
take this opportunity. How does watching films in English relate to secondary school 
students’ listening comprehension skills and oral task performance? How does the 
performance of those who often watch films differ from those who never or only rarely 
do so? In my thesis, I attempted to answer these questions. 
 The participants of the study were 40 secondary school students, aged 16-18, 
grouped into two groups; those who often watch films in English and those who do not 
or only rarely do so. After watching a 4-5-minute-long film clip, they had to summarize 
it orally in English and then answer a number of questions about the clip, in Hungarian. 
The oral task was analysed regarding complexity, accuracy, fluency and lexical 
diversity. These scores were compared and contrasted in Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (SPSS).  

Results showed that those students who regularly watch films in English performed 
better in the written comprehension task and also felt that the tasks were less 
demanding. Regarding oral performance, besides talking more, they also used more 
advanced vocabulary, uttered more complex sentences and were more fluent.  
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APP LING & LANG PED / MA 
 
NAME: Wojnarovich Kata (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: woynarovich@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Tartsay Németh Nóra 
 
 

Digital tools to aid dyslexic learners 
 
Regardless of the subject, it is vital for teachers to support dyslexic learners because 
unless they do, there is a very real possibility that such learners will be unable to realise 
their full potential. Dyslexia has many dimensions, but perhaps one of the most 
important one is that it is not measured in extremes: dyslexic learners are on a 
spectrum, and the severity of their state varies. Hence, many dyslexic students who 
exhibit “mild” symptoms can go undetected. However, there are several tools that 
teachers can use in order to aid them. In addition, due to the advancement of 
technology and the digital world, many of these are applications, devices, and other 
technology related tools. This poster aims to present them. Of course, the list of 
displayed tools is by no means complete. However, it does give a general idea of the 
ones available to aid dyslexic students not only to learn foreign languages, but in their 
education on the whole. 
  

mailto:woynarovich@gmail.com
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APP LING & LANG PED / MA 
 
NAME: Kandikó Máté (ELTE-SEAS) 

E-MAIL ADDRESS: mate.kandiko@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Tartsay Németh Nóra 
 
 

Who are you playing as? 
 
This poster investigates the interconnectedness of identity and gaming. In order to 
account for the phenomenon, first, the concept of identity is examined. Second, four 
video game identities playing a role in gaming are investigated to gain insight into the 
possible processes during the activity. Third, a model of character development is used 
to reflect on how player identity and in-game characters relate to each other. Finally, 
two studies are used for this poster. The first is concerned with the constructs of the 
ideal and actual selves and the variables that can influence them in a gaming 
environment through a role-play game. The second study looks at sexual identity and 
gaming, factors that influence its presence and the unique processes employed in 
order to realize it in a video game. The findings of this study suggest that multiple 
identities arise during gaming experiences and are constantly negotiated. Furthermore, 
the stark opposition of the real world and the gaming world is diminished. 
 
 
 
  

mailto:mate.kandiko@gmail.com
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ENG & US CULT / MA 
 
NAME: Wijdene Ayed (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: wjdnayd@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Malik Zoltán 
 
 

The United States in the eyes of Non-Americans 
 
This article is broadly concerned with the representation of the United States of 
America in foreign media. The research seeks to investigate how salient foreign media 
influences tremendously the image of the US within a global sphere, exclusively among 
the 1980s and 1990s generation. To examine this media impact, a qualitative method 
is used to depict the instances of international media coverage of American information 
and news. Interviewing university students who have different backgrounds gives an 
idea about the crucial role of the media in constructing and shaping the public opinion 
as well as creating general views about the USA. A number of 16 interviews conducted 
with participants from diverse nationalities resulted in two main discussions. The first 
point unveils the fact that media can be very manipulative and manipulated 
simultaneously. the second point shows that students do realize the existence of a 
biased image about the United States displayed in this media; exclusively the non-
American one. What is seen, heard of or read should make people question this 
popularity of USA image.  In a nutshell, the study demonstrates how persuasive and 
influential media coverage of the United States of America can be and how the latter 
is exposed and pictured within international communities based on geographical 
allocations.  
 
 
  

mailto:wjdnayd@gmail.com
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ENG LIT & HIST / MA 
 
NAME: Jungbauer Loretta Anna (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: sanyka@hotmail.de 
CONSULTANT: Gellért Marcell 
 
 

Marlowe versus Purcell: Dido and Aeneas 
 
In several respects, the classical Latin and Greek literary works have affected the 
development of English culture to a large extent. Their influence is not only obvious 
because of the imitation of verse forms in the literary corpus, but also in the sister-arts 
through various recurring motives. Employing well known ancient characters and 
settings offered the possibility of reflecting on contemporary issues from a distant, 
seemingly less biased point of view. Throughout the centuries, famous stories and 
characters were often used by authors as allegories of contemporary political issues 
or people to make criticism less obvious and direct. Both Purcell and Marlowe were 
emblematic artists of their eras and each of them employed the subtle means of 
criticism through classical allusions in their works. Although they were separated by 
almost a century, both of them found Dido’s story topical and suitable to express their 
criticism. However, Purcell and Marlowe made certain alterations to the source story.  
Due to these changes, their foci differ both in terms of characters and in the attitudes 
towards them. My aim is to highlight the differences of not only the plots but also the 
characters through the examination of the positions of both Dido and Aeneas. 
 
 
  

mailto:sanyka@hotmail.de
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APP LING & LANG PED / PHD 
 
NAME: Bochra Kouraichi (UNI SZEGED) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: bochra.kouraichi@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Lesznyák Márta 
 
 

Motivation in the EFL classroom: Applying the ARCS model 
 
Lack of learners’ motivation can be a barrier for foreign language learning and 
production. Foreign language teachers need to follow effective teaching strategies in 
order to motivate students to speak the target language. In other words, teachers 
should employ a motivational design that connects instruction with learners’ goals, 
challenges and expectations (Keller, 2010). Foreign language learners will be 
motivated to learn what meets their goals and challenges their prior knowledge. 
Motivated learners will also be more likely to engage with the instruction than those 
who are taught following traditional methods. While some learners show reluctance to 
speaking foreign languages, several teachers neglect the fact that motivation is of 
paramount importance to engage students. Keller’s (2010) model of motivation could 
enhance learners’ motivation. The Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction 
(ARCS) model helps teachers stimulate students’ interest and enhance their academic 
achievement in learning and speaking English.  
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APP LING & LANG PED / PHD 
 
NAME: Zólyomi Anna (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: pancsi.zolyomi@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Albert Ágnes 
 
 

Language learner beliefs and perceptions of language aptitude 
 

Investigating language learner beliefs and perceptions of language aptitude appears 
to be of crucial importance in the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) as there 
are several misconceptions concerning the role of this cognitive construct in language 
learning. With the findings of the present research, I intend to fill a niche regarding the 
nature of beliefs learners hold about language aptitude in the Hungarian context. I 
devised an interview guide to explore Hungarian language learners’ perceptions of 
language aptitude. After piloting the instrument with one participant in the form of an 
in-depth interview, I revised the interview schedule, refined and modified some 
questions and when the final version of the schedule was complete, I conducted a 
focus group interview with seven participants. The final version of the interview 
schedule contained altogether 32 items. The interviews yielded a rich corpus with 7842 
words. I used qualitative content analysis to analyse the data. With the help of the 
interview data, I am currently devising a questionnaire in order to be able to investigate 
Hungarian learners’ beliefs about aptitude on a larger sample. In conclusion, in the 
10th International Poster Presentation Conference at SEAS, I intend to present the 
results of the qualitative part of my research. 
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ENG LIT & HIST / PHD 
 
NAME: Kling Ádám Márton (ELTE-SEAS) 
E-MAIL ADDRESS: 08dkliada@gmail.com 
CONSULTANT: Pikli Natália 
 
 

Comic Book Encounters of the Shakespearean Kind 
 
The cultural and literary legacy of William Shakespeare has been preserved and 
cultivated by today’s popular culture in a number of unique forms. Besides adapting 
and appropriating his critically acclaimed dramatic works, such as A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, writers and artists of contemporary graphic narratives have also taken 
a keen interest in reintroducing the late-Elizabethan playwright’s figure to the modern 
reader. The primary goal of this poster presentation is to showcase the many-faceted 
and constantly changing Shakespearean Myth as it is illustrated on the pages of Neil 
Gaiman’s The Sandman, Marvel 1602 and its various spin-offs. Through the special 
grammar of comic books, which is the careful mingling of both textual and visual 
elements, the creative teams behind these aforementioned comic books completely 
reimagine the character of William Shakespeare, in a way that benefits their own 
fictional stories, providing us with multiple variations on the same historical figure. With 
the help of carefully selected visual sequences from the graphic narratives, these 
various versions of the early modern playwright will be highlighted on the poster with 
special emphasis on the analysis of the key differences between their unique 
characterization and their distinctive narrative role.  
 
 

mailto:08dkliada@gmail.com

